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by Howard Hochrad 
For many Juniors in the Class of 
'74, the senior ring is a symbol of 
their years at college and the 
beginning of their quest to attain a 
higher education. From the time a 
^s tuden t enters college, two of his 
many goals a re usually to graduate 
and buy his senior ring— 
Thursday, April 12 was the first 
chance for Juniors to buy their 
r ings. The scene in the lobby of the 
Student Center was quite hectic 
astd disorganized. Though it was 
announced that rings would go on 
sale a t 12:00, lines started to form 
a t 10:30 and by 11:00 there were 
about 50 students waiting to buy 
the rings. Sale of the rings began 
shortly after 11 A.M. with one 
: r e p r e s e n t a t i v e from - the r ing 
company taking care of the many 
students. It was not until the crowd 
oecame pushy and out of hand that 
^S»w^ 'decktedto^e?5)9mber» to 
looked like nor the different types 
<* stones available. The rings were 
never ^displayed in advance for 
students to see. 
The rings a re being made by 
Josten's, a Minnesota based firm. 
A man ' s large 10k yellow gold ring 
is $75.70. White or I4k gold, en-
crusting on the stone, or signature 
engraving a re options at extra 
cost. There is also a $10 deposit 
required at time of purchase. 
Those students who did not place 
an order for the ring will have a 
second ^ ch ance when the 
r ep re sen t a t i ve from J o s t e n ' s 
comes to the school on Thursday, 
April 26. If, after that date, you still 
tiaven't bought the ring and want to 
do so, you may buy it through the 
Book Store probably at a higher 
price than if purchased directly 
from Josten's. 
Celebration'^ 
Enjoy a hie Production 
by Kevin Howard Dubrow 
The Musical Theatre Workshop's 
production . of Celebration was 
enjoyable. With the emphasis on 
workshop, the audience was 
treated to many^good moments and 
some bad ones. The lighthearted 
musical, authored by Tom Jones 
and Harvey Schmidt, concerns 
itself with the evil, bureaucratic 
rich opposed by the innocence and 
beauty of youth. 
The leads in the four per-
formances held Wednesday, 
Thursday and Friday, April 11-13, 
were all good. The best was a loud 
B a r r y Levy who played a 
vagabond agent named Potemkin. 
Barry was smooth and glib and 
seemed to enjoy his role. His voice 
was entertaining and his motions 
were very expressive. The temp-
tress, Angel, who goes back and 
forth between good and evil, was 
played by a pretty Paula Neuwirth. 
She made the part cute and her 
singing, although too soft and low, 
w a s appea l ing . The p lay i s 
basically carr ied by Barry and 




The School "of Business and 
Public Administration and the 
Baruch College of Alumni 
Association will co-sponsor the 
' s e c o n d * Morton Wollman 
Dist inguished Lecture, for the^ 
s p r i n g s e m e s t e r . .Professor 
Maxwell Lehman , Director of 
'Special Studies, State Charter 
Revision Commission for New 
York City, will be the guest lec-
turer. His topic is "Re-Making 
New York City—Re-Structuring 
the Government. ' ' 
The lecture will be held Monday, 
April 30,1973, at 6:30 p.m. in Studio 
i n (Main Floor) a t the 24th Street 
Buiiding-jVcofltee hour will be held 
fronf£S:8<HH3© p.m.- prior to the 
lecture-. 
(Continued on Page 3) 
have enough to overcome the 
horr ib le singing and 
choreography. 
The work of director Freeman 
Parks , a non-Baruch professional, 
and choreographer Mary Jane 
Eisenberg could have been better. 
The musical director, Jack Light 
was unsuccessful in coming up 
with a half-way decent singing 
group. 
The orchestra was much better 
in the second act. The pianist, 
Bruce Klinger, was the best and 
the percussionists the poorest. The 
stage was too bland and the 
theatre, Room 114, 24th Street 
Building, too big to provide the 
intimacy the play strives for. 
On the negative side were the 
costumes and programs. A plus 
was the more than adequate 
lighting under the auspices of Nigel 
Redman. 
The play needs some work. An 
important aspect, however, is that 
the actors were learning and were 
involved with their own creation^ 
The beauty of a college play over 
others is that the actors, a r e real 
and touchable. A bright spot: to 
jnake^lfee future w i i i 
Mr. I*f J£ISefiI"fs portrayed by Bicb 
Cancel. He has definite style and 
seems perfectly suited for the role. 
The hangup is that he seems to 
wish he were somewhere else. 
The most disasterous part of the 
performance is the chorus.. Called 
Revelers, Hittites, or Robots (or 
any th ing ) , they were t e r r ib le . 
They served only to distract from 
the leads. At times, the leads didn't 
Theatre ^tirbrlcslioi^'a * e e _ _ 
Seeing administration, faculty and 
students mixing was great. The 
play provided laughter and en-
tertainment for all. Celebration 
was a cause for celebration. 
The Musical Theatre Workshop 
invites all Baruchians interested in 
joining to contact Mr. Jack Light in 
the Music Deoar-trnent. 
Model Seder 
Sets Example 
bv Kevin Howard Dubrow 
The-Jewish Clubs of Baruch held 
a Model Seder on Thursday, April 
12, highlighted by the attendance of 
State Senator Harrison Goldin and 
Rabbi Greenberg of CCNY. The 
Faculty Lounge of the 24th Street 
Building was filled with students, 
faculty and other invited guests 
who were treated to an eloquent 
religious ceremony and a delicious 
dinner. 
The entire Passover Service was 
conducted in Hebrew and English 
and the evening provided learning 
on Jewish laws, customs and 
h is tory . The gues ts of many 
religions and races listened to 
approximately an hour and a half 
of speeches and services before 
partakings of wine and food. The 
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following clubs and their advisors 
were hosts: Hillel. Yavneh, Lahav 
and Jewish Defense Youth 
Movement. 
Each table was set for the 
Passover feast with the proper 
foods and a Hebrew-English 
Haggadah (prayer book). Seder 
Cha i rman , Eliel Schafler , 
welcomed everyone and spoke of 
the Seder as the seed of freedom. 
"Passover, a holiday of freedom, 
commemorating the exodus of 
Jews from Egypt, isn't a stale 
ritual but alive today," Eliel said. 
He went on to state that, "Passover 
is timely because it is timeless." 
The guest speaker , Rabbi 
Greenberg, was introduced as "the 
dynamic and exciting leader of ohe 
American Jewish Communi ty" 
and his work as Chairman of the 
Judaic Studies Department at City 
College was cited. Rabbi Green-
berg, who holds a doctorate, spoke 
about the seder as a "ballet ." 
"Exodus is the spine of the Jewish 
religion. Freeing of the slaves 
symbolizes the freedom of man. 
Passover says that man is destined 
to be free" were some of the 
scholar's remarks. He told how the 
seder is meant to put us in touch 
w«»{ ttte suffering of slaves and the^ 
p tor and imprisoned everywhere. 
TTfittfti Greenberg looked-at t he 
wars, cruelty and poverty of our 
(Continued on Page 2) 
Beams Denounces 
Diminish Home Rule 
J 
•«v=sg 
Comptroller Abraham D. Beanie 
called on the .Legislature on April' 
3, 1973, to reject the Keppel 
Commission recommendat ions , . , 
because they were "a one-sided 
attempt to force students a t City 
University of New York to pay 
tuition." 
Mr. Beame said the Keppel 
Commission report also would 
"diminish home rule in New York 
Cityr eliminate for all practical 
purposes most of the S ta te 
Leg i s l a tu re ' s influence in 
educat ional matters^ and con-
centrate virtually complete control 
over all State and local education 
in the hands of the Governor." 
In testimony delivered in Albany 
before the Joint Legis la t ive 
Committee on Higher Education, 
the Comptroller said tuition at 
CUNY would: 
1. discourage thousands of young 
persons of lower middle-income 
families from enrolling in college, 
2. undermine a 126-year-old City 
t radi t ion of equal educa t iona l 
opportunity^ and •'•...-
3 : xfrive' m a n y midd le - c l a s s 
famifies out of tike Cityw 
I -'< In places of 
despite scholarship aid, too many 
young people will not be'able to go 
to college, if. they have to pay 
tuition, because of the cruel hard-
ship -tuition would impose on their 
lower middle-income working 
class parents. 
"If I had been required to pay 
tuition when I a t t ended City 
College, I could not have gone to 
college, I would not have gotten a 
college education, I would not have 
become an accountant and a 
teacher; and, chances are , 1 might 
not have become Budget Director 
of the City of New York, I might hot 
have been elected Comptroller, 
and I might not have had the 
chance to run for the Office of 
Mayor of this great City. 
"Young people-today a re entitled 
to the same breaks I received—and 
more, if we really believe at al l in -
me progress of humanity. 
"Ne i the r p a r e n t s -»or the i r 
children will be able to afford 
tuition costs, and yet their .income 
wul be just higfe enough to m a k e 
. ^ . ^ . . • ^ i , - ^ ^ . ^ * o r - _*iteed 
m 
..Comptroller Abraham D. Beame joins CUNY students in Albany 
protesting against the recommendations of the Keppel Commission 
report. Beame told the Joint Legislative Committee on Higher 
Education that adoption of the Keppel report would end free tuition at 
City University, diminish home rule in New York City and concentrate 
all power on. education in the hands of the Governor. 
would limit this takeover to the education is a right for all—rich, 
financing because I believe that middle-income and poor—and not 
City influence on the appointments just a privilege for those who can 
and policies should remain as they either afford it or be eligible for 
are in the name of home rule." low-income assistance." 
He added: "Today a college The Comptroller also made the 
education is simply a necessary point that "beyond traditional and^ 
extension of the public-elementary sociological points of view, Bulli Um 
and secondary schools. City and the State have a high 
" T h e S ta te Constitution in economic stake in maintaining a 
Article 2, Section 1 m a k e s free tuition policy a t City 
e l emen ta ry and secondary 
education a charge on the State, 
not on local governments. This 
University. 
"The very upward mobility of 
low-income and middle- income 
Article says, "The Legislature groups—an advance directly at-
shall provide for the maintenance tributable to* free college—has 
and suppor t of*%ee common always meant a direct financial 
schools, wherein all the children of 
the State may be educated. 
"Once the phased takeover of the 
financing, of lower educat ion 
starts—as I think it in aH^ justice 
should s t a r t soon—higher 
education costs should also be 
assumed by the State by logical 
extension.** . 
The Comptrol ler rtoKf tfifc 
legislators: ^The troubte w«fr (ft* 
S t a t e ' s plan to force City 
University to charge tuition is that 
benefit to the City and State 
governments in terms of additional 
taxes col lec t ib lef romhigher in-
comes/* 
Simmer 
• £ _ • 




STUDENT CENTER CALENDAR 
Center 
24th St. Lobby 
Main Lobby 
Wednesday, April 25 
J*:00 aan.-9:30 p.m. 
.9:00 a.m.f9:30 p.m. 
9:00 a j n . 9:30 p.m. 
Thursday r-April 26 




S: - - wr^ss/-.**s5«?CT^r:^ 
Lounge 
Lonnge: 
12:00^ p.m.-2:00 p j n . 
l:ttt p xn.~-2*<to p j n . 
:Concert-Art Evans 
EdL Society-Speaker 
SPS-Blood Bank Donoi 
4 North - - . 
^ S o u t h ? - ^ , - -
Oil—24th St. {^ 
Rnt. 1322: 
Bfain Lobby 






12:00 p.m.-2:00 p.m. 
12:00 p.m.-2:00 p.m. 
12:00 p.m. ̂ 2:00 p.m. 
12:00 p-m.-2:00 p.m. 
^:0D a.m -9:30 p.-m, 
9:00 a j n . ^ : 3 0 pJn. 
6:00 p.m.-7:40 p.m. 
Law Pept--Midterm review 




^ T h e ^ S ^ 
SPS-Blood Drive 
SPS-Blood Driver 
Law Dept. Class meeting. 
Auditorium 
Bfain Lobby . 
24th S t Lobby 
Friday/ Aprfr iK->^ 
6:00 pTm.-lOrOG p.mv"; Sigma Alpha-Delta New . 
Candidates Reception 
6:00j>.m.-10:00 p .m. Sigma Alpha-Delta 
7:30 p.m.-12:00 p j p . ItaKan Society-Reception 
?r00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. SPS-Blood Bank Donor 




6:30 p.m.-ll.OO p.m> 
9:00 aon.-0:30 p .n t •' 
9:00 a.m.-9:30 p . m . ' 
AN&xamc 
MAT " -"-r- --
EXCURSION IN 
•Jf. ' •:-
Tlie Sociology Society will be 
sponsoring a field trip and gallery 
talk at the "Man in Africa" exhibit 
«£=4he A m e r i c a n Museum of 
Natural History. 
h May f 
* ^ : ti^Jfefceam of Natural 
=zr-
Selective Service Lives 11 
R e m e m b e r ; While inductions 
h a v e e n d e d , other regu la t ions 
remain in effect. - . 
1) You must still register at 18. 
2) Lotteries will continue. 
- 3) Youmost still notify your local 
board of any changes which may 
effect your classification. 
A) You m^ist notify your draft 
board of any change in your 
ma i l ingaddres s* within 10 
Public Relations Society 
There will be an emergency 
meeting of the Public Relations 
Society to make plans on pressing 
matters on Thursday, April 26 at 
12:00 noon in Room 220, 24th Street 
Building. Refreshments .will be 
served., - , " , .'_' 
Does Baruch Support Amnesty? 
_ _,~A^_d^bate concerning ami 
- wffi^be^spensored^ Baruch 
Committee to End the War and 
Tom Kalin of Draft Counseling on 
Thursday, April 26, 12 noon, in ^4S. 
Guests already participating are 
Prof. Edward Rothman of the Law 
Department; Tom Kalin, student 
draft counse lor ; John Jance , 
student; and Art Fishman. Other 
members of the Baruch com-
munity have, been invited but as of 
this time, have not given us a final 
answer. A vote will be taken before 
the debate starts, and a final tally 
will be taken before we end at 2 
p.m. Questions and statements 
from the audience will be en-
couraged. We hope to elicit facts 
and not character assasination in 
our program, so that the Baruch 
community can judge this national 
debate on fact. 
The question will be "Does 




Minutes of Student Government 
meeting, April 5, 1973, 3:00 p.m. 






A l a n E l n i k - E n v i o r n m e r i t a l 
Awareness Club 
Marvin Wolf, Martial Arts Club 
Michael McDermott-Karate Club 
Hemes Phanord-Karate Club 
Reuben Dichoupan 
Present at 3:45, including above 
except for Mr. Fishbein: 

















Carlbah is coming to 
Seder. 
Beta Alpha P s i , the Alpha 
Gamma Chapter, will hold its 
second meet ing of tins semester on 
Thursday, April 26, in room 307, 
Main Building. It i s mandatory for 
all prospective initiates to attend 
ttojgoee^g^AJtotijer.m.emberaof 
(Continued from Page 1) 
-'-times and sa id that freedom isn't 
the reality.'_. _ 
Harrison. (Joldin made ah. ap- JHp^pitaJb andtheAmcxicaA Cancer 
by Kevin Howard Dttbrow 
In a two day volunteer charity 
drive, the Newman Club of Baruch 
College raised over $350 for the 
Willowbrook Parents Association. 
Citing the publ i c i ty g i v e n to 
Willowbrook but the lack of help, 
the Newman Club; selected this 
^•oup fej^5?hi€Ji^fc^ 
The Catnolie organization had 
a p p r o x i m a t e l y 20" of the ir 35 
members working for their mos t 
successful annual charity- "driveT~-
Coordinated by club officers Bob 
DiNardo, President; J a m e s D e 
Luca, Vice-president of Religious 
and Educat ional Affa irs ; arid 
Rosanne Guarino, Z Social Vice-
president, the drive took students 
to c lasses , lobbies and exits to seek 
out contr ibutors . The workers 
found m o s t s t u d e n t s f a i r l y 
generous but some went out r6f 
their way to harass the group. One 
w a s quoted a s s a y i n g , 
"Willowbrook is still the same . 
Why should I g i v e ? " Clearly, t h e 
Newman Club wants to change 
tilings instead of avoiding them. 
Even the lolipops that were given 
regardless of the s ize of the 
donation, were paid for tut of the 
pocket of their chaplain, Father 
Francis H. Gawors. 
In the past six years, drives were 
c o n d u c t e d b y N e w m a n "lor 
Willowbrook, St. Agnes Children's 
pearahce arid read and discussed Society. T^e club doesn,!ti*est on its 
"In Every Generation." Senator laurels and prans o t i w events that 
Goldin is the only orthodox Jewish c o n c e r n e v e r y o n e : "^trBa^ru«h. 
state senator in New York. He was Working out of then* office, Room 
introduced a s a wett-versed Jewish 402- in the Student Center, three 
scholar and a, model for people to .major-
• follow. T h e candid^ 
trolier saltf tbat every Jew in each Student-Fj 
ifttirrvzitfipTr. le^rrrwrfft -CT- • l i 
y , April 26—The 
Society presents a traver 
on Greece. T ime 12-2 p j n . , 
5? mm 
Attention All Students! Hebrew 
has been approved a s a major in 
Baruch. 
* 
Dr. k a r i n Westman Berg, from 
the^ Un^Eersi^r of Uppsala, will 
speak oil "Myths and Facts about 
the Sexually Liberated Swedish 
p.m. Sponsored by 
Women's. Committee, 
4 South, 2-4 
the Baruch 
et al. 
tradition teaches us the experience 
o f s lavery and we must use this 
understanding and. act "on social 
causes . 
The free meal consisted of gefilte 
fish, e g g s , ^ a l a d , potatoe salad, 
tomato juice, egg and 
matzah and wine. 
Jffixer on Friday 
the. the weekend of May 18, 
Newman Club is holding a 
Weekend in Kergongksen, N. 
The retreat involves helping 
dealing as Christians. If you want 
to read about Newman Club m~\ 
regular depth, pick up a copy of "Newman: 
Notes ," edited by John Alouisa. 
Help Establish the New York 
Public Interest Research Group 
~± 
>*»r 
right government and corporate 
irresponsibility , industrial pollution, 
save our environment. 
Newman Club 
Dean Arthur Brown 




Thursday April 26th 
Room 509 12-2 
All Invited! 
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SOYLENT GREEN. (Directed by 
Richard . F l e i s c h e r . A Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer r e l e a s e . In 
Metrocolor. Running Time: 97 
minutes.) 
When Stanley Kubrick made 
2001; A Space Odyssey, he was 
tryjnsdto. 4e l t . us~soinethmgr~of 
t remendous i m p o r t a n c e . When 
Alexandra Jodorowsky made El 
Tbpo, he too was saying something 
important. The link between the 
two lies in the fact that both were 
trying to assess the history of 
mankind. Kubrick is a pessimist 
who sees, things a s a cycl ic con-
tinuum; a history in which w e are 
destined to repeat fee s a m e things 
over and -over again with just 
external circumstances changing. 
He thinks that w e do not learn from 
our mistakes. Jodorowski also 
by Steven Kohn 
believes in a repetitive history, but 
he is more optimistic. He believes 
that man learns from his mistakes. 
Richard F l e i s c h e r ' s Soylent, 
Green is trying to tell us something 
also, but it's a little more obvious 
than either El Top© or 2001. It is , 
perhaps, a subject that will affect 
the historyof mankind more than 
any other present issue: ecological 
suicide is imminent. This critic 
must agree with bom Kubrick and 
Fleischer. We do not learn. We see 
and assume that it can never 
happen to -us. Entire civilizations 
have d i s a p p e a r e d b e c a u s e of 
ecological unbalance and yet w e 
cannot see our own faults. And if 
we do, we assume that either 
danger is not imminent or that 
there are people who are correc-
ting the situation as fast a s the 
mistakes are being made. 
Soylent Green i s both a 
depressing and upsetting film. It is 
set in the future, the year 2022. The 
population of New York City has 
reached 41 million. People sleep in 
abandoned cars and on stairways; 
there are no jobs available; a 
pound of beef or a jar of 
much as $150.00." "TJbe air is a 
yellowish tint with noxious fumes. 
The Soylent Company 
controls half of the world's food 
supply which ^consists of plankton 
and algae. Soylent green are 
biscuits of a lgae and plankton and 
their supply is fast dwindling. The 
population is on the verge of total 
revolution. Is the end near? 
The m o s t i m p o r t a n t s a v i n g 
grace to Soylent Green i s its 
subject . U s i n g th i s important 
topic, Mr. Fleischer, who makes 
rather dull films (e.g. 10 Rillington 
Place) , has packed a lot of obvious 
action into 97 minutes. Charlton 
Heston, Le igh-Taylor Young, 
Chuck Connors a n d the l a t e 
E d w a r d G. Robinson s t r u g g l e 
through crowds, pollution and a 
stereotyped screenplay on their 
way to oblivion. 
The visual effects of Soylent 
Green are effective and the subject 
is stunning in its implications. The 
film does not moralise because 
that implies an alternative and 
there simply is none. Yet, Mr. 
Fleischer says it ajl in the frenetic 
still photos that appear before the 
titles even come on the screen. 
After that, it's just variations on a 
theme. 
lecfure. • . s . . 
(Continued from Page 1) 
Maxwell Lehman, Director of 
Special Studies, State Charter 
Revision Commission for -New 
York City and Profes sor of 
Pol i t ical and Management 
C o m m u n i c a t i o n , F a i r f i e l d 
University, Connecticut; has had a 
distinguished career both in public 
service and as an educator in the 
fields of Political Science and 
As vice-chairman of the Task 
Force on Jurisdiction a n d Struc-
ture that issued the first Scott 
Commiss ion Report on the 
Government of New York City in 
March 1972, Professor Lehman has 
had first-hand knowledge of the 
many perplexing and complicated 
issues involved in managing and 
administering the City of New 
York—a job which h a s been 
described a s the second toughest in 
th i s nat ion . He c o m e s wel l 
equipped to the task of the Charter 
Revision for New York City having 
served as City Administrator of the 
City of New Yogk. / / 
While with the City Government, 
he was Chairman of the Mayor's 
E m e r g e n c y Control Board; 
Chairman, City-State Relat ions 
Committee; Chairman, Queens- -
Long I s l a n d M a s s Trans i t 
Demonstrat ion P r o j e c t ; dhair-
nxanv tfew ^^akrGHy^^a^A^ency^
3 
Economic R e s e a r c h Groups 
Secretary of the> Mayor's Cabinet 
(W55-65), and a member of the 
New York City Charter Revision 
Group named- in I960. 
, Maxwell I irtiman's wide ranging 
interests also embrace the visual 
and fine arts. An accomplished 
musician, Mr. f^ehtnan assisted: 
Leopold Stokowski in developing 
the A m e r i c a n Symphony 
Orchestra. He serves a s a member 
of the Board of Directors, Queens 
Symphony Orchestra , and 
Chairman, Board of Directors, 
Brooklyn Chamber Orchestra. 
The Morton Wollman 
Distinguished Lecture is offered a s 
a public service by Baruch College. 
It i s given under the auspices of the 
Morton WoUman Fund and is co-
sponsored by the School of 
Bus iness a n t . " Publ i c 
Administration ang&he Baruch 
College Alumni Association. 
^r-
c 
^Jj«.jn?-u.ri ji^./i'^.Li'r'jV"11.'" •'ii<*",'i:'Tr'"'~!iri "' "•rrn7,r • ifr'"ii'' r "' «*i%--"'*-;v-i' • -• • ̂ - i^Jt^cgrr^ -wlSfĉ  i g g ^ ^ g g ^ g i ^ ^ g ^ S g y ; :~.i:^ii&&S3&%! 
-•?*»»•." 
• " * * : 
ot every 
capable of being the 
Chief 
of TICKER 
If von think youve got what it takes to do the job, 
submit a letter of candidacy 
by Thursday. May 3 at 2:80 P.M 
Send it to TICKER Association Bex 9C, Student Center 
or bring it to the TICKER Office, Room 307F Student tenter 
Please include phone and address. 
T.A. Will meet with all candidates on Friday, May 4 
to give criteria and future dates 
" • * * • - . 
Editorials represent the views of the majority of the Editorial Board. 
AJAttle 
Bit of Hope 
jfawafc'ai-^.i.y^.ii-i 
- *-*f*"*Mff>;r,'*T; 
Hopefully this'will be the only editorial that wiH have to be 
wriiteri about the two upcoming registration periods" We feel that 
so much criticism (and not enough praise, unfortunately) has 
throwrr a*/the registration process that all the personnel 
have learned from "their past mistakes and wi H make 
tfm Miifi ra l l ^eqUtrationvthe best e v e r ^ ^ ._ .- . -••-_-. 
v^^riehtfiirtQ ^e^^trar Lvwis Ternare^, Deans Bertha 
Mewhotise and Setnna Berro/, Leo Rosenhand of the Computer 
Center, and thevarious department heads, have been given 
advice by many different people and told of the problems at 
registration. Although they are correct in thinking, ''Who are 
they to tell me how to do my job?*' we hope the information fed to 
them did not go In one ear and out the other. Feedback, if acted 
on, tends to improve conditions. 
TICKER hopes that registrants will find a better advisement 
system, speedier lines, and much less aggravation than usual. 
Weare hopeful that a registration system that pleases everybody 





Ssfc' ..•that.is making Baruch an interesting place to be. This year, 
"- the Speech Ctepartment and Theatron have put on two very 
successful plays. The comedies, White House Murder Case and 
••"' The Odd Couple, were both fam-packed for their short runs. The 
Musical Theatre Workshop's maiden production, the musical 
CelriM-atkm> had good crowds and showed they have a bright 
~r. "future ahead of them. Various clubs and organizations have 
^VTQ&c?* «xe*Hn9 plays and presented dance troupes, operas and 
vr concerts. Many academic departments, for example Music and 
V- Speech^ produce numerous plays and recitals^ that the com-
T -i? ntunity greets warmly. . . 
?. V We heartily thank the-people who are responsible for these 
venture^ and recognize the need they fulfill at Baruch. They 
v -annance life for our future music and theatre majors and 
%..ey^ryotie involved in front and behind the scenes of a production. 
S ^ y ^ n f l » n e e d for laughter or song, students, faculty and 
administration mix in our own Broadway. 
^ 1 &ypr1slrtgry, there is no permanent theatre at Baruch. The 
f:: Vstl&^lieT&tQna? and somewhere else tomorrow" system that 
v- . ̂ xfets today is inadequate. With the increased space provided by 
Wouiiaco^ismah of the former John Jay College building, maybe 
the much warranted space can be set aside. - ' 





The Baruch College student body-
was slapped in the face a few 
weeks ago with a white kid glove; 
but alas, nobody showed up for the 
duel. That means YOU. you little 
Baruch High Schooler! 
The talented Art faculty of this 
college graciously allowed us to 
view their fine works for a limited 
time in the lobby of the 24th Street 
Building. But there seemed to be 
some question about whether we 
were mature enough to enjoy this 
privilege.- One of the paintings, 
done by Mr. Bill Tinker entitled, 
"Sam and Janet, Evening,*' was 
moved from its original perch 
above the stairs leading - to the 
basement to a less conspicuous 
spot opposite the men's room. 
*Why?" your little minds may or 
may not ask. depending on your 
state of apathy. It seems that the 
original reason was one of safety ~ 
That the vibrations from . the 
students on the stairs would cause 
the painting to fall. I'm sure the 
crack maintenance staff ot this 
college would assure us to the 
contrary and equate this reason 
with Dean Tony's extensive use of 
scotch tape to hold his elevator up. 
When this plea was ignored by 
Tinker & Co., the real reason came 
forth in steam-like pressure from 
three main sources: the 
President's office, .Dean Brown's 
office and the Chairwoman of Day 
Session Student Government, Miss 
Linda Ma tula. 
The President's and Dean's 
office contended that this WORK 
OF ART is offensive to women; is 
not art; and tthis one I can't figure 
<>ut) is reminiscent" of a massage 
parlor. Gee, and I always thought a 
"Open Forum" allows readers to express their opinions 
regarding any issue of interest to Baruch students and to reply 
to editorials. Submissions must be typed and signed., N a m e s 
will not foe withheld. 
college was a forum for free ex-
pression of ideas, "* talent, etc. 
Someone should remind Clyde and 
the boys—if you can find them. 
Miss Matula stated that several 
students complained to her about 
this WORK OF ART and one 
complainant suggested it be 
moved. Who's kidding whom. Miss 
MatuTa? As an "elected" 
representative of the WHOLE 
student body, isn't it your duty to 
state how many people haven't 
complained and those who reacted 
favorably to this WORK OF ART. 
Just who are you reqpresenting? It 
seems your several people could fit 
quite comfortably in one of the 
stalls of the 8th floor ladies' room: 
I emphasize this painting being a 
FORK OF ART since it seems 
everybody has lost sight of the fact 
that this is the reason why it was 
displayed in the first place. It's a 
sad state of affairs when a few 
people's opinions of art insult and 
deprive quite emphatically the 
right and respect of conflicting 
opinions. 
When Bill Tinker moved his 
painting a few weeks back, a small 
victory was scored for those same 
dusty and archaic minds who tried 
John T. Scopes in a Tennessee 
court house for teaching evolution 
and banned that naughty book 
Catcher in the Rye from high 
school book lists. Yes, Boys and 
Girls—you may take one giant step 
back into ROMPER ROOM. 
Letters submitted to TICKER 
must be typed and signed; they 
wjftt not be accepted otherwise. 
Names will be withheld upon 
request. 
Dear Editor, 
Having always been a staunch 
believer in the individual civil 
rights of all, freedom of the press 
included, I find it most difficult to 
write this letter since it concerns 
the matter of one of your con-
tributing writers, Mr. Andrew 
Franklin. 
Although, as I have maintained, 
Mr. Franklin is entitled to his 
opinions via a free press, I must, 
nevertheless, take this opportunity 
to opemV speak out against his 
gross trick of taste, flagrant racism 
and immaturity (stupidity for use 
of a better word) regarding his 
several comments about blacks 
and Puerto Ricans of the college 
community. 
In your April 4th issue he implies 
that the Puerto Rican student 
group is the only one having a 
'dance, movie or beer blast," with 
reference to PRIDE'S recent 
Puerto Rican festival week, and 
furthermore it is for the advantage 
of a few at the expense of all—"not 
just (for) those who. are Negro or 
Puerto Rican/' 7̂  V 
Such overt bigotry and racism 
(Continued on Page 5) 
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This is the third week of the Freshman Seminar Workshops at the 50th 
Street Center. All Freshmen, upper and lower, are invited; attendance is 
optional. The schedule, below, has many interesting in-puts by student 
and faculty leaders. -
The complete schedule for Wednesday, April 25 through Tuesday, May 
1, follows. Most of the Workshops (except where noted) will be held in 
Room 001, the basement Freshman Seminar meeting place, at the Fresh-
man ""' 
W e d n e s d a y , A p r i l 25 rgg* 
9 r 3 0 AAr. R i c h a r c K C o m m o d o r e ( d e p t r C o m y : E < r . ) — ^ T h e P r o p f e m s ~^mii 
Be ing a M a l e in O u r S o c i e t y 
2 : 3 0 P r o f e s s o r H o w a r d B e r g e r ( L a w ) — P r o f e s s i o n a l Spor ts and 001 
t h e A n t i t r u s t L a w s 
T h u r s d a y , A p r i l 2» 
9 : 3 0 M s - J o y c e B a r r e t t & M r . I r a C o n t e n t e ( D e p t . C o m p . E d . ) — QQ-\ 
D y n a m i c s of I n t e r g r o u p R e l a t i o n s 
10:30 P r o f e s s o r J e r r y R o s e n b e r g ( D e p t . S P S ) — P r i v a c y , Sur- ooi 
v e i l l a n c e a n d S t u d e n t s ' R i g h t s 
1:30 M s . L a V e r n e P a r k e r — S e e i n g M y s e l f A s I A m ( 8 m m m o v i e 001 
c a m e r a w i l l b e used for f i l m i n g ) 
Friday , April 27 
12:30 M r . M a r v i n K u p e r s t e i n ( D e p t . S P S ) — A r t W o r k s h o p — Caf 
S k e t c h i n g , M a k i n g F l o w e r s 
2 : 3 0 M s . L issa P o d r i d — E u r o p e on Less t h a n $5 A D a y 001 
M o n d a y , A p r i l 30 
10:30 M s . L o i s M a r v i t ( D e p t . S P S ) — A r t W o r k s h o p — P a i n t i n g , Caf 
C a n d l e M a k i n g , P las t i cs 
1:30 P r o f e s s o r J e r r y R o s e n b e r g — P r i v a c y , S u r v e i l l a n c e and QOI 
S t u d e n t s ' R i g h t s 
2 : 3 0 M s . L issa P o d r i d — H o w T o S e w S i m p l y a n d S a v e M o n e y QOI 
- ( P a r t ?) 
T u e s d a y , M a y l 
9 : 3 0 M r . I r a C o n t e n t s & M s . J o y c e B a r r e t t ( C o m p . E d . ) — 001 
D y n a m i c s "of I n t e r g r o u p R e l a t i o n s 
11:30 Mr. M a r v i n K u p e r s t e i n ( S P S ) — A r t W o r k s h o p — S k e t c h i n g , Caf 
M a k i n g F l o w e r s 
12:30 M r . D a v i d H a y d e n ( E n g l i s h ) — T h e Soft R e v o l u t i o n 001 
1 :30 M r . D a v i d E p s t e i n & P r o f e s s o r A l b e r t N a g e l I ( P h y s . E d . ) — ooi 
R a p o n D r u g « 
2 : 3 0 M s . E l l e n S c h w a r t z m a n ( C o m p . E d . ) — " H o w T o S t u d y " 001 
C l i n i c 
xzjrvunor 
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going aroun 
that the Yearbook 
is coming. 
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(Continued from Page 4) 
must be condemned for what it is. 
In an academic community of 
Baruch's diversified student 
population there is no place for 
such mindless, mflamatory 
statements. One might note Mr. 
Franklin's obvious omission .of 
other ethnic groups who celebrate 
their cultural heritage such as. the 
Italian Society's Italian Week. And 
THner-were^todo,aoT;^^t^^9^^^A»" 
percent wrong and must still be 
condein ned^~4oTT'Jttt^~''p&FfHSse^^fs('' 
possible incomes for the senior 
faculty which range from about 
$10,000 to over $25,000. On the 
average an Adjunct does 2 / 3 the 
class work of a full professor and 
receives l / 7 of the pay. Moreover, 
Adjuncts have very little to s a y 
about the educational policies that 
affect the courses they teach; they 
are denied health coverage and 
other work benefits; their job 
•^^ecwpiiy i&jpi»etioally-gaastAge>,age« 
cheap labor and are made to feel it. 
Dear Editor, 
On Wednesday, March 28,1 was 
fortunate enough to attend the 
opera l a Boheme in the Student 
Center, sponsored by the Italian 
Society. It was an excellent 
production, and I would fikef to 
commend the guiding spirit who 
was responsible for it, Dr. Richard 
Bossone. A 
" Baruch is a big enough college to 
accommodate all tastes in music, 
and I certainly hope that in the 
future there will be more op-
: jwttnwitftwsj for rtifriffnnr* tn wijoy 
such pleasures. 
«*5m 
these cultural celebrations is to 
bring us all together in open, 
festive forums of mutual un-
derstanding and perhaps achieve 
the ideal of overcoming the 
prevalent small mindedness still so 
much a part of the American 
cultural pattern. May I offer Mr. 
Franklin the words of Dr. Pedro 
Albizu Campos concerning small, 
closed minds: "The opportunity to 
achieve greatness always slips 
through the fingers of little nien." 
Yours truly, 
Robert A. Martinez 
Instructor, Puerto Rican Studies 
AN OPEN LETTER TO 
STUDENTS 
As the long, angry; dispute bet-
ween the faculty union (PSC) and 
the Board of Higher Education 
(BHE) continues/student opinion 
seems to be that CUNY faculty 
neither needs nor deserves an 
increase in salary. This attitude is 
understandable in view of the high 
incomes enjoyed by senior faculty, 
but it overlooks the situation of 
adjunct and part-time faculty who, 
at this point, can expect little 
benefi t i r em current contr act 
negotiations. 
These- jae^otiations have made 
Adjuncts increasingly aware of the 
con^ast-b©fe«ee^ i^e important 
ferences in pay and rank based on 
seniority, responsibility, and in-
dividual achievement. But we see 
no justification for moving closer 
to a feudal hierarchy with every 
contract period. Why, we demand 
to know, is nearly half the total 
teaching staff submerged beneath 
the levels of pay and dignity which 
are supposed to prevail at CUNY? 
According to BHE bylaws there 
is no difference in qualifications 
between Adjunct and Fulltime. 
faculty- Adjuncts teach many of 
the same courses assigned to 
senior faculty, including courses at 
the graduate level. If there are 
notable differences in per-
formance, they have . eluded 
departmental observations and 
student evaluations. 
Most Adjuncts have to live on 
their CUNY salaries, though others-; 
find themselves forced by their 
inadequate pay to find, sup-
plementary incomes. Others hold 
professional positions as 
p s y c h 6 l o g i s 1 s., w r i t e r s , , 
sociologists, and lawyers, bringing 
to CUNY $cn enriching contact with 
urban . realities. T h e fact of _an 
outside income hardly constitutes 
an argument for using any of these 
individuals as cheap faror." 




, including students, that the f a c i a r y ^ ^ & w e ^ ? ^ P ^ ^ ^ all 
University work equitably from 
top to bottom. 
The approximately 7000 
Adjuncts and Parttimers form the 
bottom of the CUNY pyramid. 
Their salaries, which average 
about $4000 annually, make 
walled put by BHE bylaws aadWe 
indifference of other faculty 
members. 
Adjunct & Parttime 
Faculty Caucus 
Baruch College 
B o x 271 
(A Mctt'Tioiit 
c#fi0aniZ0TNMi/ 
4 iNature t to be connman<led9 
m u s t •*** *̂ *-—««»*•» 
Francis Bacon 1561 
Then enjoyed. That's why we make 
a natural beer. A beer without any 
additives or chemical preservatives. 
For a natural Rheingold taste you 
just can't find in other beers. 
Natural 
; < • # ( « 
• ^ ^ S M ^ 
- ̂ *^C*^^Z T" >*^* i j 1 ^ ^ 1 ^ ~' * » « . • - ^ • - ' • • - ^ : ; - - • .-v.- -»,—-* r~-v srw^mrt*^ 
- ^ ^ ; ' K ^ 
Opinions expressed in fea ture 
columns a r e those of the authors 
a n d Tiot n e c e s s a r i l y those of I 







PIRG and Other Abbreviated Monstrosities I 
. ^ . ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ - . - ^ . ^ a co lumn by Andrew F r a n k l i n * '^ -^^-««^-^-*« 1 « _ _ > 
"Two dollars will 
packs of cigarettes 
buy- you three 
Or clean sub-




Group—would like you to believe. In Just as there are only 
JcM&<xm*e4o^i&ttk~of *t,ihat's-basicaJly rights, so tbere are only 
the line constantly coming across, interests. 
Wash P I R G does this; Missouri pi rg When fifty-one perfent of the student 
does tha t ; the students upstate are all body signs the N Y - P I RG petitions you 
flocking to sign up Join the band- can be sure that the tables will be 
wagoniYftah, Rah, Rah! I f s only two 
dol lars \ Big deal . But substantive/ 
concrete reasons dealing with both the 
pract ica l and phi losophical i m -
plications of prating Baruch into NY-
PI RG are seldom, i f ever discussed. 
The practical implications are ob-
vious—even to the erstwhile pushers of 
N Y - P I R G . The money will be coerced 
from each student at registration t ime 
and r e t u r n e d , a t the ind iv idua l 's 
request, during the first three weeks of 
the next t e r m . Very nice. But we often 
register in M a y or June and return in 
late September; who wil t remember 
that two dollars of hfsr money was 
Iiteralty stolen jfrom him two months 
previous? .And then there is. the 
question of governance. W e ail should 
realize who ostensibly a r e the em-
plovers (you, the students). All those 
folded and the P I R G pushers wil l 
disappear. And the other forty-nine 
percent of Baruch's students will find 
an additional two dollar charge, at 
registration. And most will forget to 
ask for the refund or will find the 
process needed to receive a refund too 
difficult. After a l l , i f s only two dollars! 
This t ime around. Question: If Baruch 
is corralled into N Y - P I R G what is to 
stop the ' 'elected representatives" 
from raising the mandatory fee f rom 
two dollars to five dollars? After a l l , it 
could be justified that i f s only a carton 
of cigarettes, or a tank of polluting gas 
or a case of cheap beer. 
However, some of you might real ly 
believe that you'll be able to effectively 
participate in the running of N Y - P I R G . 
Just as you do with the Student Senate? 
Not even the senators participate ef-
oh-so-bright, earnest, dedicated, young fectively. Nor does President Wingfield 
liberal l a w y e r s who "have nothing (who, rumor has i t , is either being held 
better to, do but work for the "public 
interest/^ Ubera ted f rom the burden of 
ti-yteOrto survive^ by their middle-class 
' and fami ly incomes/ who 
captive on the f ifth floor of the 24th 
Street Building or, in reality, is none 
other than the computer in the 
.._ . . .<. . b a s e m e n t ) . B u t a n even bet ter 
ca&doubt tha i4heywiadominate their example of your potential impotency is 
s t v ^ p ^ f ^ q s ^ ^ ^ h o can be no more shown by the USS, sometimes known as 
** - the Wi*lyersi1% Student Senate., By the 
lei peesident< ^WWUJ^wirk^ a. f o r m e r 
res to 
the pushers of P I R G are 
wont to dropping p la t i tudes and 
prdposing a r g u m e n t s tha t they 
themselves cannot support. A counter 
argument by P I R G backers is that all 
students are forced to contribute to the 
Student Act iv i t i es fees before 
registration, so why not P IRG? Okay, 
if they object to paying the eight dollars 
for Student Activities why don't they 
BarucH undergraduate. 
fn any case, the USS met on March 
25th to mobilize the collective will of 
the City University to block the 
proposed tuition plan. A whole bunch of 
other students showed up to help. As 
the New York Times put it, "The 
student senate was the first group to 
leave, saying there was no longer any 
organization in the meeting, after a 
majority of the students attending 
direct their energies to the worthwhile voted to throw out the group's agenda 
goal of abolishing the mandatory fees? and not to allow its president, Allen 
And then they—the backers of P I R G — Shark, to speak at the meeting." Yes, 
complain about how there wouldn't be 
any clubs without the coercion applied 
by the Registrar in collecting what is, 
essent ia l ly , a student t a x . John 
Hospers, writ ing in his book, Liber-
tarian ism, has this on the public in-
terest: 
People speak of the 'public interest.' 
But what is the public interest? Strictly 
speaking, there is no such thing. There 
the U n i v e r s i t y Student Senate 
represents you. And a determined 
bunch of Blacks, Hispanics, Young 
Socialists and Communists closed It 
down. 
Observe who is running P I R G In 
Baruch. And think about who will run ,:t 
s ta tewide . Wi l l the s ta tewide 
representatives and their so-called 
"employees" have the guts to stand up 
to the raucous demands of small 
is only the interest of each individual groups of fascists or wil l they only have 
human being. There are interests that the nerve t a attack the fashionable 
many or al l people share, but these are targets of the 70's: the corporations 
still the interests of individuals. When 
politicians say that something is "to 
the public interest," they usually mean 
that It serves the interests of some 
people but goes against the interests of 
others—and usually the people with the 
most political pull win out. Is it to the 
public interest for some to be forced to 
and large institutions? N Y - P I R G is 
wrong both in practice and in theory. 
Its basic phiiosophicai underpinnings 
are weak acid its justification is 
specious. Resist the urge—all too 
unders tandable—to jump on the 
bandwagon, closing both eyes -and 
mind. f&f 
WAPING! 
You Can Not Register 
Without An I.II. Card 
lUom 311 Stideit Crater 
Hours: 12:15-7:00 Monday-Thursday 
CBSSLES BURftlllG 
by Ken Wax 
die so that others may be saved? Is it to 
the public interest for a hundred crazed 
men to lynch one man in the public 
" T a k e a deep breath and kiss your 
forehead goodbye." 
"What's a jofhT like that doing in a 
nice girl like you?" 
.... These a r e just two of the messages 
that Dr. Mart in Highonlife of Placebo 
Medical Center has for teenagers 
concerning mari juana. In three years' 
extensive research involv ing two 
million dollars and a staff of 37 
scientists, Dr. Highonlife studied two 
students who had "once been in a room 
where mari juana was being smoked." 
Just this week he made his findings 
available to the press. His 38 page 
report states: -? 
- I t has been found that mari juana is 
the pr ime cause of hair loss, hearing 
toss, acne, impotence, f r ig id i ty , dan-
druff and the heartbreak of psoriasis. 
In addition, we have linked mari juana 
to redundancy. In addition, we have 
linked mari juana to redundancy. A 
fami l iar t ra i t in smokers is that often, 
for no a p p a r e n t reason , they 
momentari ly become unable to make 
sense out of what they read. Blytx 
fromlp xawnek eispoop frutytn. Cfetrh 
egi nhfhenmnrnr o g n g / ' 
People who live in glass houses 
shouldn't. 
" T h a f s al l I can take and I can't 
takes no m o r e ! " 
—Popeye 
— B o b Barrett 
"*cr" 
by StuSharpe 
Welcome back: I I Now that we've 
completed all our term papers and had 
an enjoyable "vacat ion," we can 
return to the serious business of school 
affairs. Naturai ly, this leads us to this 
week's column. The theme today is 
Game and Panel Shows. So have fur. 
and Good Luck I \ \ 
1. Who were the hosts of Name That 
Tune? 
2. Who succeeded Alien Ludden as 
moderator on G. E. College Bowl? 
3. Peter Potter was host of what 1953 
panel show? 
4. We all know that Jack Barry was 
moderator of Juvenile Jury. What was 
the name of the show he moderated 
which would be considered at the other 
end of the spectrum? 
5. Who hosted Masquerade Party? 
6. Who was the emcee and who was 
the announcer on It Could Be You? 
7. What was the original name of Who 
Do You Trust and who was the emcee? 
8. Who moderated Split Personality? 
9. Nme the show hosted by Jack 
Narz, which touched off the quiz 
scandals in T958 when a contestan-
claimed that it was rigged. 
r 
BONUS Q U E S T I O N ! ! ! 
10. What was the occupation of 
What's My Line's first guest? 
Answers 
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a6 joao pt»e 
I'd really like to meet the author of 
the column " M y Side." The reason I'd 
like to meet this "young, gifted and 
black" author is because I can't believe 
anyone could be as simple minded as 
his writings reflect he is. Prior to his 
pronosiic column's inception,. J was. 
unaware that certain people "have a 
r ight" to a college education. Not only 
<to they have this r ight, but they have a * 
" r ight" to be apid tor attending with 
taxpayers' money—SEEK and you 
shall find. Hell , al l I want to know is 
where can I sign up? For four 
semesters I've actual ly been paying 
(yes, paying) for college. M r . Jones, is 
there any way I can S E E K out a 
sponsor who w i l T p a y m y registration 
fees, book costs, and pay me a weekly 
wage just for attending? 
• 
Commercial of the future: (Scene: 
Goodlooking young freak sitting on 
waterbed. He is obviously wrecked. 
Zoom in to face.) 
Freak: (looking out in distance, not 
caring) ' . . . I didn't smoke my hash 
today . . . ( p a u s e ) . . . A n d I m a y not 
tomorrow...(zoom to full shot).. .You 
see, I've been doing some badass 
weed...better than Acupulco Gold, 
better than Panama Green. This is the 
grass of the future. . .Peruvian P la id ! ! 
And maybe you owe it to yourself to t ry 
this super dope. This smash grass is not 
available in stores. But, through the 
magic of television we can offer this 
phenomenal deal to you. Forty of the 
greatest hits around for O N L Y $20. 
T h a f s right, only $20! If you were to 
ask for this in a police station it would 
to'"(tdke)"-ksrdlrJ (coughy eoogfi): 
"Send $20 right now to T V . *Hits, care 
of this station. That 's T. V. Hits, care of 
this station. 
Well, it appears that the cease f ire is 
having difficulty being enforced over in 
South and North Viet N a m . This would 
not be the case had the administration 
followed my plan. My plan, to bomb 
Hanoi harbor with Rolaids, would have 
halted all shipping through that harbor. 
As the Rolaids consumed 47 times their 
own weight, the harbor water would 
dry up and all the shlfps would simple 
fall over. But did they listen to me? No, 
they did not. 
" Also infiltration f rom the North 
would come to a standstill under my 
plan. All along the South Viet Nam side 
of the de-militarized zone i would have 
signs Installed that read 'Welcome to 
China/ The would-be infiltrators f rom 
the North, thinking that they'd gone in 
the wrong direction, would turn and 
infiltrate their own country. As a 
matter of fact, my plan would have had 
some confused North Viet Namese 
invading China, thinking it was South 
Viet Nam. Again, the Pentagon chose 
not to listen. A pity. 
» 
I'm tired. Finish the coiumn your-
self. G'night. 
Correction 
"The Analyst's E a r , " April n # 1973. 
The sentence reading: 
" In whichever case, if there is no 
such evidence of psychic disturbance, 1 
would not be inclined to classify-these 
loves as 'a sickness'." 
should have r e a d f 
" I n whichever case, if there is no 
evidence of psychic disturbance, I 
would not be inclined to classify any of 
these loves as 'a sickness'." 
: *«*r-
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'AND ALL THESE VEARS I THOUGHT 
EVERVmiN6 IN KANSAS WAS FLAT!* 
O F R A N K L Y SPEAKING p o s i Off ic* Sox 1523 East Lansing. Michigan 48823 
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noticed t h a t when 
aome oP your 
human pastimes 
become popular, 
we make it a god. 
Step.MAKING CightonfAnother 
LOVewaeeo <# Maris Gaverrbe 
enjoyable, diversion is 
gall came UP waging WAS,. 
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£or a brand 
new one: t h e 
g o d o P P O T r 
Another Ring Day 
April 26 
If yon didn't get a chance 
to order your ring last time, 
Tomorrow. April 26, in 
the Stndent Center Lobbw 
Check in the Student Government 
Office, 104A, or with Mrs. Ross at the 







E U R O P E ! TransAtlantic Flights ($200 round trip—leave 
from most major cit ies), Rail Passes, Car Rental Plans, 
and Camping Tours. For your free travel planner contact 






Vigeo Saule, Chairman of the Art 
Depar tment , will hold an 
exhibition of his works in the lobby 
of the 24th Street Building from 
April 25 to May 9. • 
The exhibition, entitled "Eighty-
five-Works^SeleGted^&om the New 
York Period, 1963-1973," consists of 
oils,-^-^pastels,----- watercolorsv 
rawihgs, prints, and sculpture. 
Mr. Saule, who was born in Riga, 
Latvia, studied at schools of fine 
ar ts in Caracas and Valencia, 
Venezuela. He holds Bachelors and 
Masters degrees from CCNY and 
has been Baruch's ar t chairman 
since 1968. He has had 25 group 
shows and 10 one-man exhibitions 
in the U.S. and Venezuela. He has 
won eight prizes in j u r i ed 
exhibitions and 56 of his works a re 
in private collections in the U.S.. 
Venezuela, Germany and Swit-
zerland. -
1 
Help the Orphans 
that society has 
overlooked* 
a stray 
•^SBftcgyjfljfr ojfoff^.'gffit^- *£*9k5a+!!» 
need for o Europe trip. 
PMSS 9m wore. SOFA can 9M you 10 Europ*. 
( Africa. I»r—t. M Far Cast or anyarttara: 
- AND. gat you back! «*X*]fc 
A» »»a afcotfr O f i a d auortcSary at JTJ * \ 
•lawon non-profit Cmopaan Waiii.ml j i * 
Sajdam Travai Bureaus. * O M can 9 . 
amum you rna liainaUunat Stadarrt Jf, 
loanbty Card and book you on any at 
our «JM0 stuoant cnartar Wgncs 
orrthin Europa. Asi*. and Africa 
(inducing Tal Avr». Bombay .Bangkok.' 
Nairobi, etc.; Up to 7r*/o savings 
o « ' normal farts. 
SOFA also oflars mn axlansJva 
array of tours aftowing tna mOmfmnomnt 
student travailar to taka aovantaga of 
inexpensive group ti imgawianii and 
sijuuaaing Xalaalun cunuraHy 
' ;« warding taraati kibbutz programs and 
\ aducaaonaJ tours within Europe and 
f tn« Soviet Union. 
T E 0 
would like to congratulate 
Linda Noschkes/73 
and 
Stuart Vogel , 773 
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ounded Knee As A Symbol To The 
Down But Not Out 
gyi f^g^^tegy- i . v ' .'-/ '-^iu~C^_^/• AJ-T??**-?.' ' ^ ' ^ ~-;s:,:a=3T:-v.=-rs;: 
rthe4wo batkiing^have' remained tfae^ 
same: 1. fhaft ftH* Committee on Intergovernmental Relations, chaired by Senator Edward 
" ; '"^^^-^t ,^ the Bureau *of Indian Affairs CBIA), 2. that. Senator William 
'sSenateForeigrr Relations Committee look into the status of over 371 treaties 
signedby the UJS. government with various Indian tribes and 3. that tribes be allowed to 
ô 0n* 
l '"#l"CV'^'' ?S ' - • ' : - , " - • 
&Q: <IJfS)---Two and a half weeks after they seized the trading There have been a number of attempts to remove Wilson from office. At a recent im-
which Sit on the Pine Ridge Reservation, several hundred Oglala peachment proceeding, "(Wilson) presided at his own trial, the judge was a flunky Wilson 
of ^ American Indian Movement <AQf), and their supporters are bought off for $500, and Jhere_was^no investigation of Jhe charges,^' said Ghost Bear, 
^"Wiistm wasHgne^rf'th^'firerpeopte'to eoiiueHmiiie^Bfrtafceovef of the^Bnrean of^Indiap— 
Affairs building in Washington last November. He backs it up with action too. According to 
Steele, Wilson has a "goon squad" on the reservation. "The goons threaten people who are 
involved in the movement here. They slash tires and slash windows at night. It's like a 
police state here.'* 
• "The AIM members," continued Steele, "were only a small part of the takeover. It was 
the old chiefs and the civil rights groups that wanted to do it. We all said the tribal 
government has to be changed. We have many rights granted by the government over this 
territory but we can never exercise them and̂  they are never enforced." 
But the issue of Wilson is just one small part of the problem of the Indians on the Oglala 
Sioux reservation. "One of the major things that is wrong on this reservation is that there 
are no jobs," said Steele. c"~~" -
"There is 65.9 percent unemployment and underemployment. We see in the papers that 
the government gives $20 million for this program and for that program, but all it does is 
just create directors and four or five secretaries in jobs that last a few years and then are 
gone." 
The largest factory on the reservation, said Hobart Keith, a former tribal judge, "makes 
moccasins and dolls but it i s owned by the Sun-Bell Corp.. with headquarters down south. 
The shopping center is a branch of Ideal Markets and the service station is owned by 
Juskie Oil. All the prof its go off the reservation to white people." 
Indians are also forced to lease out the land they do hold because of complicated laws 
that don't allow them to get subsidies because they are "trustees" of the government. The 
white people who lease the land can get subsidies from the government. In 1970 alone, over 
200,000 acres of Indian land was leased or bought out by white people. 
A few years ago the "federal government offered a training subsidy to a fishook factory if 
it would locate on the Pine Ridge Reservation. It did, employing 450 Indians at minimum 
wage. But when the government subsidy ran out, the owners, bemoaning cheap labor in 
Japan, moved their factory to Mexico. 
The per capita income on the reservation is $800 a year: Most everyone lives in tents or 
tar paper shacks with dirt floors or in abandoned cars. The government employees have 
cabins. Some people have to go five or ten miles to draw water from remote wells. 
To get on welfare, Indians have to go through years of what one Indian activist called 
"white tape" .One 75-year-old woman has applied for welfare for 13 years but because she 
gets $500 a year lease money for some land she has, she can't get welfare so she has to live 
onjihat^O0a yeai^^ 7, J •: I > '..' .:"."•:,--: V. 
wastpldby the government tb^t she could^^t get welfare-unm ate 
—for fee equivalent of 67 cents an acre. As soon as 
Th« takeover began on the mght of February 27 when approximately 250 Indians took 
two Duildings on the Pme Ridge Reservation in southwest South Dakota (Pine Ridge is the 
second largest reservation in the country). Inside at the time of the takeover were 11 
people-HSome whites and some Indians—who law enforcement officials claimed were 
' hostages. They said they wanted to stay "because this is where we live." They later left for 
fear o r a government attack, however. 
Almb^ immediately after the takeover, FBI agents, U.S. MarshaUs, police and Bureau 
of Indian Affairs and Justice Department officials surrounded the place. They came ar-
med with M-l6s and at least 30 armored personnel carriers. At one point two U.S. Air 
Force Phantom Jete flew overhead on "reconnaisance missions." 
The tension has increased and decreased during the two and a half week occupation. 
Federal forxres have come close to invading a number of times, there have been ceasefires 
interspersed between shooting back and forth, and some negotiations. On Sunday, March 
11; the fedjeral forces drew back and the Indians declared themselves an independent 
natk»n^-'ttbejiew Oglala Sioux Nation of Wounded Knee." 
W h ^ negotiations were goingon and off at Wounded Knee, Secretary of Interior Rogers 
Mofton presented *he Nhroh Administration's point of view. "Nothing will be gained by 
pronH>tj*ig a irafto^ over past mistakes and nothing is gained by black-
ver as the "violent tactics of some militants". Morton said "there 
u p m die wake of Jbe black militant movement. Dramatic violence is its pat-
arexen<3»ifleft?s^ adventurers, some have criminal records." He 
j^evolutkmary Indian, elements." 
one to talk about the takeover as "the violent tactics of 
press has consistently called the takeover^an "AIM 
pp£& 
Ih^nans: 
is his ability to buy $12,000 vintage cars 
r baTthe case on a salary of $18,000 a year," said Lou Bean, a member of the 
HJg CivflRights-Organizntion (OSCRO), a group winch has been working to 
trftjal government. 
at Wounded Knee in 1890. There, 200 Indians were slaughtered by American troops. Today, 
on the same ground that the massacre took place, Indians are confronting the Federal 
government. . 
"Thepeople there (at Wounded Knee in 1890) were doing a ghost dance," said Black Elk, 
an Indian woman resident of the Pine Ridge Reservation. "It's just a spiritual dance, a 
strengthening dance, and we believe in spirit people. White people say 'father, son and 
holy ghost,' but they don't understand Indian people believing in spirits. The~people were 
-doing a ghost dance and the cavalry came over the hill and killed 200 people. 
"Then they took them up and buried them in die trench. Then the white people said, 
'Here's aplace to make some money.' So the Catholic Church came and built a church 
right on the grave. These people weren't Catholics and had nothing to do with the Catholic 
Church. Yet the church is there and there is a cross on top of their graves. 
Then some more people came along and said let's put up a trading post and a museum 
and make money from the thousands of tourists who come to the massacre site. See, 
they're all making mone£ off those dead people that are there." 
What will happen is notfclear. As Crow Dog, Rosebud Sioux medicine man put it, "For 
myself ̂  I am not afraid to die. If I die in Wounded Knee, I will go where Crazy Horse and 
Sitting Bull and our grandfathers are." 
One government official was quoted at the beginning of the takeover by the New York 
Times as saying, "We dpn't want to give them another Wounded Knee or another Kent 
State." Yet the firepower the government has at its disposal is enormous and it's difficult 
to say how long die government will tolerate the Sioux setting up "an independent nation." 
(Already a grand jury made up of 20 whites and one Indian has started i«g»ing indictments 
against some of the people involved in the takeover.) 
'*We*re going to establish a symbolic Indian government and we're going to stay in-
definitely", said Dennis Banks of AIM. "We expect Indians here from all over the country 
to help us demonstrate our ability to rule ourselves. We want a completely cooperative 
effort." Atone of their daily meetings they set up departments for the new government 
including security, mamtenance, commissary and supply. And they are trying to get the 
UN to intervene. » 
People from all part&of the country have been trying to raise food, clothing, medicine 
and money for die Indians. There have been actions of solidarity in all parts of the coun-
try—in Boston, Texas, Detroit, Madison, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, Cleveland, New York 
and Denver. The Vietnam Veterans Against the War called for a WAW demonstration in 
Pine Ridge for March 17. 
And in Erie County Jail in Buffalo* Charles Pernasilice (Catawba) and John Hill 
(Mohawk) sent their greetings along with those of the other men indicted for the Attica 
rebellion, to the Indians at Wounded Knee: 
We send to you our support, our love and power, in the supreme confidence you shall 
win your struggle. 
You who are at Wounded Knee, standing up for your dignity and justice, you of all 
peoples must sorely deserve, have stood your ground in a most historic place, where 
American Injustice is niost purely shown to all the world." 
fo<3ncago,40 Indians diy«Bed in blankets and headdresses demonstrated in front of the 
offices of Senator Aolai Stevenson IIL In Lumberton, N.C. Indians in a 46-car caravan 
dr«ixe through the downtowndistrict for three nights, breaking windows And in Pleasant 
BbinfcMan^ Pa^ama^noddy Indians blockaded the stetei tfaigpway by burning tires, 
carrying-signs 'Reneniber Wounded Knee.u bns 
were $4,000 given to her by the welfare department. 
She is now^i ving with her 9 grandchildren in a one room shack and as one Indian described 
it,-"nearly starving to death." 
But these are only a few of the examples of the treatment of Indians in this country. It 
started when the first Indians were slaughtered and forced off their land to make way for 
European settlers, and continued throughjhe Indian Wars in the 19th century, culminating 
• * ' 
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. . After the Wounded Knee massacre, the bodies of the 
Indians were buried in a mass grave. 
The Battle of Wounded Knee, 
fought in December, 1890, was 
the fast major battle between 
whites and Indians, and has 
been considered the end- of 
m i l i t a r y res is tance by the 
Plains tribes. An accidental 
fight, if grew out of the fanatic 
beliefs of the followers of the 
Ghost Dance, and a complete 
m i s u n d e r s t a n d i n g of these 
ideas by federal authorities. 
T h e Ghost Dance re l ig ion 
swept through the ranks of the 
defected Plains Indians during 
1889 and 1890. The dancers 
believed that a savior would 
appear/ destroy t the whites;, 
herds . A f t e r * Sioux leader 
Sitting Bull joined the dancers, 
federal officials at tempted to 
have him arrested. In the 
ensuing confusion, the Indian 
Police shot and killed h im. His 
followers f led, joining other 
malcontents a t Wounded Knee. 
There, in December, 1890, 
when units of the Seventh 
Cavalry tr ied to disarm the 
braves, shooting began, and 
n e a r l y one hundred and 
seventy men, women, and 
c h i l d r e n d i e d . W h a t had 
originated as a hope for peace 
in the =• vision of a Palute 
dreamer brought yet another 
tragedy 4or the Plains tribes. 
T h e I n d i a n s ' fast m a j o r 
battle, but certainly not their 
last defeat, as described in The 
Ghost D a n c e Re l ig ion by 
JarfV&s AAooney, University of 
Chicago Press: 
A t this t ime there were no 
Indians in the Bad Lands. Two 
Strike and Crow Dog had come 
In about a week before and 
were now camped close to the 
agency. Kicking Bear and 
Short B u l l , w i t h t h e i r 
followers, had yielded to the 
f r i e n d l y persuasions of 
Amer ican Horse, Lit t le Wound, 
Standing Bear, and others who 
had gone out to them in the 
interests of -peace, and both 
parties w e r e now coming vin 
together and had ar r ived a t the 
Catholic mission, 5 miles from 
the agency, When thel battle 
occurred. 
On the morning of December 
29, 1890, preparations were 
made to d isarm the Indians 
preparatory to taking them to 
the agency and thence to the 
'rai lroad. In obedience to In -
structions t h e . Indians had 
pitched their tipis on the open 
Dec 29. 1890: 
Can Be No Question 
It Was Simply A Massacre / / 
plain a short distance west of 
the creek and surrounded on 
all sides by the soldiers.. In the 
center of the c a m p the Indians 
had hoisted a white flag as a 
sign of peace and a guarantee 
of safety. Behind them was a 
dry ravine running into the 
creek, and on a slight rise in 
guns, t ra ined directty on the 
Indian camp. In front, behind, 
and on both f lanks of the camp 
were posted the various troops 
of cavalary, a portion of two 
troops, toge ther w i th the 
indian scouts , being 
dismounted and drawn up in 
front of the Indians at the 
distance of only a few yards 
from them. Big Foot hfmseJf 
was ill of pneumonia in his t ipi , 
and Colonel Forsyth, who had 
taken c o m m a n d as senior 
officer, had provided a tent 
warmed with a camp stove for 
his reception. 
Shortly after 8 o'clock in the 
morning the warr iors were 
ordered to come out f rom the 
tipis and deliver their a rms. 
willing to give them, up, and 
after consultation^ "of the of-
ficers part of the soldiers were 
ordered up to within ten yards 
of the group of warriors^ while 
another detachment of troops 
was ordered to search the tipis. 
After a thorough hunt these 
last returned w i t h about forty 
mm ? 
quickly for t h em to interfere. It 
is said one of the searchers now 
attempted to raise the blanket 
of a warr ior . Suddenly Yellow 
Bird stooped down and threw a 
handful of dust into the aTr, 
when, as if this were the signal, 
a young Indian, said to have 
been Black Fox- t rom Cheyenne 
o v e r ^ d r e w ^ XL 
At the f irst volley ttiS Hot-
chkiss guns trained on. the 
camp opened f i re and- sent a 
storm of shells and bullets 
a m o n g t h e w o m e n . a n d 
children, who had gathered in 
front of the tipis to wfcjch the 
unusual spectacle of mi l i tary 
display. The guns poured in 2-
pound explosive shells a t the 
rate of nearly f i f ty per minute, 
m o w i n g d o w n e v e r y t h i n g 
al ive. T h e terr ib le effect may 
be fudged f r o m the. fact^that 
one w o m a n survivor. Blue 
Whir lwind, wi th w h o m the 
author c o n v e r s e d , r e c e i v e d 
of 
The whole world is coming, 
'A nation is coming. • + * » • « , • 
The Eagle has brought t h e | Aching . Fn 
message to the tribe. 
! *> The father says so, the father 
;says so. 
;Over the whole ear th they are ; ; this one volley must have killed 
°*4 
with a voHey directly infer-the 
crowd of warr iors a n d so hear 
uns were almost 
ng. From the number of 
!, I sticks set up by the Indians to 
mark where the dead fell, as 
seen by the author a year later, 
coming. 
TThe buffalo are coming, the 
;; buffalo are coming. 
The Crow has brought the;; 
> message to the tribe. 
[The father says, the father 
;;says so 
;[ • M « « « « M M M M > M t < M » ' 
- nearly half the ^warriors. The 
survivors sprang to their feet, 
throwing their blankets from 
their shoulders as they rose, 
and for a few minutes there 
was a terr ible hand to hand 
struggle, where every man's 
thought was to ki l l . Although 
—Sioux Ghost Song | m a n y of the warr iors had no 
guns, nearly all had revolvers 
and knives in their belts under 
their blankets, together with 
"Ho Ka hey! Follow 
mef Today is a good 
day to fight, today is 
a good day to die~*-' 
Crazy Horse, 
Chief of Hunkpatila 
Sioux, 
June , 1876 
They came forward and seated 
themselves on the.ground in 
front of the troops. They were 
then ordered to go by them-
selves into their tipis and bring 
out and surrender their guns. 
The first twenty went and 
returned in a short timj» with 
only two guns. - It seemed 
evident that they were un-
wereo ldandof l itt le value.-The 
search had consumed con-
siderable t ime and created a 
good deal pf excitement among 
the women and children, a s the 
soldiers found ft necessary in 
the process to overturn the 
beds and other furni ture of the 
tipfs and in some instances 
drove out the Inmates. A l l this 
had its effect on their husbands 
and brothers, a l ready wrought 
up to a high nervous tension 
and: not knowing: what might 
come next. While 4he ,£Oldlers 
had been looking for t i e guns 
Yellow Bird, a : medicine-man, 
h a d been w a l k i n g -ground 
among the warr iors , blowing 
on an eagle-bone whistle, and 
urging them to resistance, 
telling them that the soliders 
would b e c o m e w e a k and 
powerless, and that the bullets 
would be unavail ing against 
the sacred "ghost sh i r ts / ' 
which nearly every one of the 
Indians wore. As he spoke in 
the Sioux language, the of-
ficers did n o i m t once realize 
the d a n g e r o u s ^ i f t of his ta lk , 
and the cl imax- -came too 
"lust as the con-
temporary army 
insists on covering 
up the massacre of 
innocent Vietna m ese 
peasants, so in the 
WSOls. did. , . M e 
Army deny all the 
K n ow ledge of 
genocide - this in the\ 
f-ac e of survivors 
sitting across r/r*v| 
table. " 
Vine Delori*, Jr. 
some of the murderous war-
clubs still carr ied by the Sioux. 
The very lack of guns made the 
f ight m o r e ; b loody, as It 
brought t h e ^ c o m b a t a n t s to 
closer quarters.'. 
minutest 20© Indian ^meit, 
women, and children, vtltn^O 
so\diers were lying dead and 
wounded oh the ground, the 
tipis had been torn down by the 
shells and some of them were 
burning above the helpless 
wounded, and the surviving 
handful of Indians were flying 
in wild panic to the shelter of 
the ravine, pursued by hun-
dreds of maddened soldiers 
and followed up by a raking 
fire f rom the Hotchkiss guns, 
which had been moved into 
position to sweep the ravine. 
There can be no question that 
the pursuit was simply a 
massacre , where- f lee ing 
women, with infants in their 
arms, were shot down after 
resistance had ceased and 
when almost every warr ior 
was stretched dead or dying on 
the ground. Oh this point such a 
care fu l w r i t e r as H e r b e r t 
Welsh says: " F r o m the. fact -
that so many women and 
children ̂ were ki l led, and that 
their bodies were- found far 
f rom the "scene of act few/ and 
as though they w e r e s h 
whfle ftylhg, it would 
though blind rage had bean a t 
work, in str ik ing contrasts to 
moderation of i h a Indian 
a t the Sitting BufU ight 
they were assailed by 
women 
Amer ican Horse andV 
friendlies is strong ki the same 
d i r e c t i o n . C o m m i s s i o n e r 
Morgan in his official 
says that "JWpst o l 
including Big Foot, w e r e lefMed 
around his 
sick. T h e bodies o f , t h m 
and children -̂ we _ 
alfepg a distance o f ' 
—* 4be~ r;;\.. 
-*+-
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"We"'are the keepers of the whole 
Western, jke^rnissphere. . We must-
know^this. We are nature people. It 
is the wfi^e man who. wants to 
change ail faat, and that is why we 
must stay here.Our movement did 
not -''^•^FJw;«*^or point in time, it 
bega&^wnen^: tine Great Spirit 
organised the Creation." 
C*oto frog, S^oux medicine man 
:--.-• now in Wounded KneeyS'D. 
His 
attache case 
eld Samsoni te 
swinging m syn-
shuiey*1&rai8sr" Vern Bellcourt, 
Bellocourt detailed the results of 
patient diplomatic efforts: Indian 
infant mortality rates are three 
times the national rates; the 
suicide rate is five times a s great; 
over 50 percent of the country's 
Indian families earn less man $3000 
a year; their unemployment rate is 
40percent, eight times the national 
rate. "Your system has failed us— 
We h a v e to •-: h a v e self-
determination, which means for us 
self-government.'? 
More than a week into the oc~ 
policy was one of 'relocation.' It 
w a s an i l l -devised, i l l -planned 
program that w a s never suc-
cessful'. It' gave Indians minimal 
trainingfor new jobs, then dumped 
them in urban areas with no fur-
ther aid. They could not adjust to 
your cities and did not have the 
skills necessary to survive in them. 
And the only people who related to 
us wanted to do things FOR 
Indians, no one was doing anything 
WITH us. 
"And so AIM was born in the 
w e immediately 
c ^-^i=iTOc?i^2CJ^i"3!C3,^r.w=rrE-c--
Indian Movement (AIM), stepped 
up to the microphone and ad-
dressed still another press con-
ference in search of support for his 
people still holding Wounded Knee. 
Only days ago , h e had helped 200 
other American Indians seize the 
historic village of Wounded Knee, 
w h e r e 300 of b is ances tors , 
defenseless and fleeing starvation 
on their desolate reservations, had 
been shot down by U.S. cavalry in 
1890. The se izure succes s fu l ly 
accomplished, his people sent him 
a s an emissary to the United 
Nat ions , to seek d ip lomat ic , 
financial, and military aid for the 
newly-created Oglala Independent 
Nation. From the United Nations, 
he had begun crisscrossing file 
country in s e a r c h of mora l , 
financial, and physical support 
from ah* who, even in the dark 
night of theNHom Era, recognized 
the justice ag^Aghteousness of the 
d e m a n d s \ 5 I R h e Indians a t 
Wounded Knee that they be treated 
a s a sovereign 
Means, an••"AIMleader who stayed working on pol ice -communi ty 
in41ie^ilk^o e n c a s e d b y - 6 3 ^ 
Federal agents, FBI men and 17 were set up; we created youth 
armored personnel c a r r i e r s , 
declared the independence of the 
Oglala Independent Nation, con-
cluding "We are asking the U.S. to 
secede from the Oglala Nation and 
get the hell out of here! We are 
asking the concerned nations of the 
world to come to the aid of our 
programs and alcoholic programs. 
Most important , we a r e now 
breaking down 'tribalism'; we 
have fused Red. people together 
into a^strong coalition, a coalition 
that says first w e r e Red people, a 
sovereign nation, and only-second 




Alternative Features Service 
" B u t m o s t important our 
revolution is a religious rebirth, 
our m o v e m e n t i s a sp ir i tua l 
movement. We are going back to 
our traditions and culture. Our 
youth are again reuniting with our 
old people, our spiritual leaders 
and m e d i c i n e m e n . We h a v e 
rediscovered that truth, freedom, 
peace already existed in this land 
when white 
here 
had only recently begun to retell. 
He elaborated on its images so that 
we would'understand: 
"The legend says that one day a 
man with skin the color of death 
would come from the North, and 
that h e would come twice. First the" 
Vikings and then later these men of 
the North would come again. And 
in tihe/pXh generation after the 
coming, says the legend, 
land i s consumed and w e will bring 
freedom, not just for Red people, 
but for all people in this land." 
Be l lcourt re turned to the 
m a i n s t r e a m of h i s pronoun-
cement: "Ours is a philosophical 
revolution, a spiritual movement; 
unfortunately, we face a govern-
ment mat does not respond until it 
is strongly confronted. We have 
siezed Wounded Knee because only 
confrontation politics will force the 
government to listen to us. Indians 
hold the fuse for a new freedom 
and the government knows i t and 
wants to extinguish it. 
Although h i s w e a r i n e s s w a s 
beginning to show, Bellcourt's 
dignity carried h im on: " T h e 
government is once again trying to 
starve us out and freeze u s out at 
Wounded Knee l ike it did almost 
100 years ago. But they c a n t kin 
the new pride and spirit at 
Wounded Knee. They h a v e two 
alternatives—they can submit to 
"If you want to understand what 
i s happening at . Wounded Knee, 
look a t your own Declaration of 
I n d e p e n d e n c e , " t h u n d e r e d 
Beficourt 
"When along train of Abuses and 
Usurpations, pursuing invariably 
the same Object, evinces a Design 
to reduce them, under absolute 
Despotism, it is their Right, it is 
their Duty, to throw off such 
and to provide the 
far their Future 
nation—the first nation we are 
asking for aid i s the Six Nation 
Iriquois Confederacy." 
His weariness melting away, 
consumed by a towering pride and 
dignity, Beflcourt grew even more 
serious: "Wounded Knee is the 
start of a revolution among the 
Indian people. We h a v e to. take a 
position of sovereignty in our 
treaties with m e United States. It is 
immoral to try and make these 
treaties work in their courts, where 
they are interpreted on their 
terms. We must deal with the 
treaties as a sovereign nation.'1 
The press corps grew restless; 
one could waif no longer and 
popped the question his short-
sightedness made so important: 
"What about the federal in-
fought against the dictments just handed down by a 
for over 400 Federal grand jury against you 
and 12 other Indians who helped 
Wounded Knee?" • • > -
'e\ welcome those warrants. 
WeJare not anxious to go to jail but 
we are ready to go if necessary. 
They will g ive us an opportunity to 
prove that w e should be allowed to 
walk this land with the s a m e 
sovereignty and immunity as other 
foreign diplomats. We should cross 
this land with total freedom, this 
land that oar peoples' paths have 
crossed for thousands of years ." 
Bellocourt spoke of more im-
mediate demaads. |pfe 
T h e B I X (BurWtu of Indian 
Affa irs ) m u s t b e comple te ly 
of Independence, 1776 reorganized. Until recently, its 
inqian. xjor youtu :wte itiMcing now 
with our traditionalists to regain 
the old customs and traditions.'' 
Mia Strong Heart described how 
aU major decisions at Wounded 
Knee were made' only after con-
sulting with medicine men and old 
spiritual leaders. "In fact, several 
group decisions or decisions made 
by the leaders were changed after 
t h e m e d i c i n e m e n p e r f o r m e d 
ancient rituals and returned to say 
that the spirits did not l ike our 
decision. I saw people at Wounded 
Knee overru le their e a r l i e r 
decisions t ime and again after the 
medicine men told us the spirits' 
wishes." 
Beflcourt told a legend the 
m e d i c i n e m e n were fond of 
repeating, an ancient legend they 
w o u l d c o m e when t h e r e w a s 
widespread discord in the land, 
when children fought their parents, 
when trees died from the top. You 
see , the legend is talking of 
pol lut ion; back then be fore 
pollution was known, yet that's 
what the legend was saying. 
"And a black cloud would cover 
the land—the Black Movement. 
And these fires would combine into 
one great f lame and consume the 
land. And Red people would once 
again stand proud and sovereign. 
And you see, Fort Lawson and the 
f i sh ing r ight s s t r u g g l e in 
Washington state and Alcatraz and 
the seizure of die BIA headquar-
ters and Wounded Knee are the 
first small fires. But soon there will 
be more small fires until the whole 
can submit to our 
our lands not be leased to white 
ranchers, that our reservations not 
be run by 'puppet govenStoents," 
that w e are a sovereign nation. Or 
it can fight us. And w e are 
prepared to fight and die to the last 
man and woman. Yes, 40 percent of 
those inside Wounded Knee right 
now are women." 
F o r myself, I am not afraid to 
die. If Idle in Wounded Knee I 
will go to where Crazy Horse and 
Sitting Bull and our grandfathers 
are." 
—Crow Dog, inside the newly-




of the Vietnam 
War, newspapers are reporting 
that the Vn^wftf undeclared war in 
American History is now coming to 
an end. This i s not true—the 
longest undeclared war in your 




y o u to honor your 
but nothing has 
stage - of these 
twehave Petitioned for 
fit'•-the most humble 
Our repeated - Petitions 
only-hy 
^JPrffice, 
marked by every 
""" i&^yrant, is 
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Made And Broken, 
in The 19th 
N.M. Shows 
Wounded JCnee, S .D. (LNS)— want to meet on the disposition of 
" T h e y m a d e • u s m a n y those lands. White people now 
promises ; . ; m o r e than I . c a n . gross $12 million of those lands— 
r e m e m b e r , / ; Red Cloud (1822- Indian b m k " --
T90»7fSr^aTJ^^ 
once said. Since he made that ownership" could-be reached about 
nas^acre of Indians b y the^^wttershiprof the"r lands, Means 
the U S . government took place at suggested that "there could be a 
small -to«m;-m^Sbuth Dakota 
called Wounded Knee. And now, 93 
years later, a second confrontation 
i s talcing- p lace .>:Many^ m o r e 
government promises have also 
gone by t h e wayside since Red 
Cloud spoke. 
Hardly had an agreement been 
signed inside a tepee at Wounded 
Knee between' the Indians who 
have occupied the . town since 
February 27 and federal officials, 
than the government w a s back 
tracking.; T w o days l a t er on 
^Saturday, April 7, the meeting 
s c h e d u l e d to take p l a c e in 
Washington between the White 
House and a number of Indian 
representatives was put off until 
Sunday, and then not held. 
Friday, April 6, law enforcement 
officers and representatives from 
Wounded Knee were supposed to 
meet to discuss the dispossession 
of arms. "Before w e even got to 
Washington, - the federa l 
government started dictating the 
dispossession of arms like they 
were dictating surrender," said 
Russell Means of the American 
Indian Movement (AIM) at a press 
conference in New York on April 
vv • •-_••' - —.'-•": - . V - - : : - -
7 jaon: Saturday. 75 . V35. 
lease arrangement made, along 
with back payments.'* 
While they were in Washington, 
Means and Tom-Bad Cob, one of 
the tribal chiefs from the Pine 
Ridge Reservation, testified in 
front of the House Interior Sub-
committee on Indian Affairs. They 
talked about living conditions on 
the reservation and about how^the 
Sioux wanted implementation of 
the 1868 treaty. 
Rep. J a m e s A. Haley, chairman 
of the Committee, called the 
Indians involved in the takeover at 
Wounded Knee "hoodlums" and 
said, "I don't s e e now they can 
allow this group of goons—and 
that's what they are—to , destroy 
property and t a k e that place 
over." 
A t ' the s a m e J S m e Harold 
Withorne, Jr. an Indian, was held 
29 days without bail on cir-
^ i m s f antial^yjdejocjg that he killed 
a white man. These two examples 
are the rule, not the exception. 
^SeWaratmo*ed!^ TiidSahs from s«ie 
P ine Ridge and Rosebud reser-
vations came down to Custer to 
protest. This t ime,/however, they, 
fought with police after a few 
Indians were jumped, and burned 
down the Chamber of Commerce. 
Forty^-two Indians—and no 
whites—were arrested and Custer 
became an armed camp with 
vigilantes standing with guns on 
me roofs of every building. 
On March 14, when the oc-
cupation of Wounded Knee was in 
its third week, Graciano "Chano" 
Jaurequi, a 25-year-old Chicano 
from California who had come to 
Wounded Knee with five other 
Chicanos and Indians to bring 
supplies, was shot and killed by a 
policeman. The group had stopped 
to use a bathroom and their car 
was; searched by a cop. The cop 
Committee is currently preparing 
affidavits to file in court against 
Wilson. 
5 i n e e t h e takeover trf Wounded 
Knee began, Wilson has set up 
roadblocks^ which ̂ have effectively 
~'^torppe^fboa^''and'. suppliesIrcHh 
coming in. Although they were 
taken down after the agreement 
was reached on April. 5, they are 
now up again, and the people inside 
Wounded Knee are eating only rice 
and beans. " 
During the second week of April, 
Eugene Whitehawk, a medicine 
man in his 70's who went to; New 
York recently to speak on behand 
of the Independent Oglala Nation 
at the UN, was "beaten up so badly 
he couldn't talk", said one of the 
people at t h e Legal Offence-
Defense Office. His wife had been 
threatened by: some of Wilson's 
vigilantes the day-before! 
Wilson's power is such that he 
has gotten a number of vocal 
Wounded 
By Itself 
On March 3K in Gallup, New 
Mexico, more than 2500 Indians 
marched to demand the -mayor's 
res ignat ion and more Indian 
part ic ipat ion in the . t o w n ' s 
government and on local boards. 
Gallup is located in McKinley 
County which is 62 percent Indian. 
However , non-Indians control 
almost every business, institution 
and government position. 
Alcoholism is one of. the major 
problems facing the Indians in 
people fired from their jobs. As the Gallup., Bars, along with souvenir 
PineRidge Reservation has almost shops and other tourist attractions, 
70 percent unemployment or un-
It's true mafjthere has been a lot s tar ted h a s s l i n g t h e m , Chano deremployment, that action is 
iXT^ 
'The" term* 
t v . »-.> 
the agreement 
staled that the Indians at Wounded 
**I have trying to seize 
which : promises they 
cai 
I 
they p r o m i s e d *m 
straight way, I have not 





Knee wouldn't point their guns at 
Federal officers while the Indian 
negotiators were meeting with 
Nixon's representative, Leonard 
Garment, at the White House. 
RusseD Means would call Wounded 
Knee H the meeting went well and 
that call would be a signal for the 
Indians to lay down their arms. 
The government, claiming that 
the Indians changed their position 
on dispossession of arms, said they 
wouldn't m e e t until the Indians 
agreed t o put down their arms. 
So the Ind ians introduced 
another proposal on April 9. of violence in and around the Pine 
The 7-part proposal included Ridge Reservation—which side it 
demands that: traditional Oglala originates from is a whole other 
Sioux chiefs and headmen should question. 
be al lowed immediate access to The or ig inal Wounded Knee 
and from Wounded Knee; food and massacre is vivid in the mids of 
medical supplies be allowed in; those who live on the Pine Ridge 
represent the primary business. 
The biggest bar in Gallup is owned 
by Gal lup's mayor ' E m m e t t 
Garcia, who makes huge profits off 
of the problem of Indian 
alcoholism. At the same time, 
Garcia heads up the Alcoholism 
R e h a b i l i t a t i o n C o o r d i n a t i n g 
"JSe% jfee 



















pulled a knife, and the other cop devastating. One woman who was 
armored personnel carriers and 
bunkers be pulled back to their 
original perimeters; all weapons, 
ammunition and explosives be 
placed in a tepee, a sacred peace 
pipe guarding the entrance. (The 
peace pipe would make it a mortal 
sin for an Indian to enter) 
The proposal also demanded that 
treaty t a l k s should beg in in 
Washington. and that the 
agreement, which was already 
s i$ ied , b e implemented. 
The governrifent responded with 
their o w n - p r o p o s a l , made no 
Reservation. Many were told first 
hand by relatives who survived. 
One trooper (many of whom 
r e c e i v e d m e d a l s after the 
massacre) described the scene 
after the massacre like this: 
"The women lay thick. One girl 
about eighteen was supporting 
herself on her hand, the blood 
spurting from her mouth as from a 
pump. Near her lay two others, all 
around., like patches on the snow 
were dead squaws, each in a pool of 
blood." 
Today, violence against Indian 
shot hirh in the back. The police 
later c laimed they shot him while 
he was robbing a store. 
An Indian who was arrested in 
Gordon, Neb. just over the South 
Dakota border, was found hung in 
his cell, a "suicide", a half hour 
after h e was brought in. 
Yet the cont inual v io l ence 
against the Indians doesn't stop 
with whites. One of the first issues 
that got many Indians on the 
reservation involved was that of 
the tr iba l pres ident , Richard 
Wilson. Wilson's candidacy was 
backed by a wealthy white rancher 
who poured money into his cam-
paign which was used to buy votes. 
Once the opposition to h i s policies 
began to grow, Wilson surrounded 
himself with a "goon squad" which 
has used threats," firebombs and 
assault to maintain his power. The 
...men hired by Wilson and paid... 
funds. In fact, Wilson managed to 
get $56,000 for his goons diverted 
from Rapid City flood,aid money 
active in the Oglala Sioux Civil 
Rights Organization which has 
played an important part in the trying to kidnap Mayor Garcia 
occupation, was fired from her job They had hoped to bring attention 
an inajan^tattent ttt m e University 
of New Mexico. 
The Indians are also demanding 
that an Indian should be appointed 
to take Garcia's place on the Board 
of Regents of the University of New 
Mexico. Garcia was just appointed 
by theGovernor as a reward for his 
support. Other demands included 
an Indian-run customer protection 
board and an Indian controlled 
citizen police review board. 
The la t ter i s e spec ia l l y 
significant since the demonstration 
and demand was made just a 
month after Gallup police shot and 
killed Larry Casuse, a 19-year-old 
Indian. Casuse and a friend, Bob 
Nakaitinae, were caught while 
as head of a community health 
program. Six people in her office 
were fired as well. 
While Wilson continues his semi-
legal harassment of the occupants 
of Wounded Knee and supporters of 
the occupation on the reservation, 
the U.S. government i s moving in 
more "legal" channels. Already 73 
s e c r e t i n d i c t m e n t s , h a v e been 
to the problems of Gallup through 
the kidnapping. Friends said* that 
Casuse felt that other alternatives 
had been tried and had failed. 
The police said that Casuse 
committed suicide, but more than 
25 witnesses saw him trying to give 
up when he was shot. More than 
3,000 Indians a t tended Larry 
Casuse's funeral. It was one of the 
issued against people allegedly largest gatherings of Indians mat 
ment ion of the p r e l i m i n a r y people by whites in the area, is still 
meeting (which never came about) an accepted fact. At the end of 
in Washington to se t up a treaty January, Wesley B a d Heart Bull, a 
conference in May. " T h e main 20 year old Sioux, was stabbed to 
issue i s the 1868 Sioux Treaty." death by a white man in Buffalo 
Russe l l M e a n s e x p l a i n e d to Gap, SJ>. The white man, David 
reporters a t the press conference. Schmitz, was charged with second last November, with the help of the 
**Under the treaty w e own the degree manslaughter and freed on BIA area director. The Wounded 
western part of South Dakota. We $5,000 bond Knee L e g a l Offense-Defense 
" M y great hope for the Indian is for the feelings he has about himself. My prayer is that 
soon he wGl sit at this table and in truth be thankful for the bounties of this land—his land— 
our land. I want his heart to swell with pride that he is an American and that for him there 
. is an American dream." s . _ , , .• . - , . . . ; . , . • • • := , } K "*>-*" ——Rogers Morton v 
v,-'"*«i^*4 .•«•-'.-. " •'*• - • - ' - » - - • • - Secretary of Interior 
involved. And there have been over 
300 arrests related to Wounded 
Knee of which 180 are in the local 
area. 
One of the government's favorite 
weapons against political people— 
the Rap Brown Act—has been used 
against many people who have 
started o u t in caravans from other 
states to bring supplies in. The 
charge—intending to incke a riot. 
People have been arrested in 
Tuskarora , North Carolina; 
Nevada; Portland, Oregon and 
Gallup, New. Mexico. 
So when a Congressman like 
J a m e s H a l e y ta lks about 
" h o o d l u m s " and 'tgpons*' a**d 
the area had seen-in-
servers said. . 
Bob Nakaitinae is being held! on 
$85,000 bail. * *.•••• 
-h-
An Indian Grandfathjftrio his 
.Grandson: r̂ - r^' 
" I think we wilt sffl! .,*aj^'..l% 
think tfiere are enough 9MP&-
who want to 
IncHan inind, that; 
goirtg toharm 
our strength and 
wilt.pick-up. J; 
wUt5«rviYe. J 
violence, yott. wqnder ^ust^rho hfrU":- wW'i^t^V|V©i»iw 
talking about. 5>,< ;;;.':;-, i> «r ,- '>'*"*" * * • 
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